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A RECOGNIZED
AUTHORITY IN JAZZ

JOHN ABBOTT

JazzTimes, America’s preeminent jazz
magazine, relies on an award-winning
editorial staff to provide uncompromising
and often provocative coverage of the jazz
scene in the U.S. and throughout the world.
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EDITORIAL FOCUS

JOHN ABBOTT

REBECCA MEEK

JazzTimes features special themes, insightful profiles, comprehensive
guides, timely news reports and an extensive music review section.
Named the Best Jazz Periodical by the Jazz Journalists Association for
the 17th straight year, JazzTimes is a must-read for the jazz enthusiast.

NEW RELEASES

PERFORMANCES

A comprehensive reviews section
featuring the latest CDs, DVDs and books

Coverage of the most important festivals,
concerts and special events
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Top artists discuss the transcriptions that shaped their playing and perspective
By Willard Jenkins

O

ne of the, if not the, most enduring source
materials in developing a student’s improvisational abilities has been recordings. For
many veteran jazz musicians, transcribing
significant tunes and solos and inspired
phrases was the most useful springboard
toward mastering the skill that stands at the
core of jazz.
Sure, there are more than a few books of transcriptions of the greats, but the advantages of painstakingly
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The Sony MDR7506, Audio-Technica ATH-M40x and two of the better recent
celeb-endorsed headphones, the Beats Solo2 and Skullcandy Navigator (from left)

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
& EQUIPMENT
The top brands and newest technology

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

The onlyreviews
downside to these clearly superior yet less-coveted
On-point, layman-friendly
headphones is that the person next to you probably won’t recognize the brand. But let’s face it, they probably won’t recognize
of audio gear at all price
points
the music you’re
listening to, either. JT
ported to the Theater Basel where Rabo de Nube was recorded.

Beyerdynamic T 51 p

←

Go into practically any recording studio or radio station and
you’re likely to encounter the Sony MDR7506. Even though it’s
one of the best headphones on the market, you can usually find
it selling for less than $100. It’s comfortable enough to wear
for hours, and when the earpads wear out you can buy replacements. But much as I love the 7506, I prefer the new AudioTechnica ATH-M40x pro headphone, which has a clearer
upper midrange that’ll really bring out that subtle aggression in
Pharoah Sanders’ tone. The ATH-M40x comes with coiled and
straight cables, and it, too, can be found for less than $100.
There’s one problem with pro-style headphones: Their nononsense, industrial look makes them about as sexy as a beatup road case. If you want a smidgen of the style that has made
Beats so successful, check out the Beyerdynamic T 51 p, which
lists for $339 but can be found for less than $300. For around
the same price as the Beats Studio, you get much more neutral
and natural sound—plus a cool steampunk look I predict most
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transcribing off a recording are myriad. Transcribing
solos helps players understand the nuances of improvisation. The exercise broadens their vocabulary and
helps them learn the art of phrasing, illuminating the
tools and trademarks of the jazz masters in the process.
In our quest to learn more about the task of breaking
down compelling jazz solos, we asked a select group
of emerging and established artists the following question: Were there any particular solo transcriptions that
proved revelatory to your development?

EDUCATION AND
INSTRUCTION
122

J A Z Z T I M E S • E D U C AT I O N G U I D E 2 0 1 5 / 2 0 1 6

Invaluable jazz-ed content
for teacher and student alike

ANNA YATAKEVICH

ARTISTS

The world’s best musicians
across the full spectrum of jazz styles

There are two transcriptions in particular
that set the standard for modern drumming
and that I was most influenced by. Wallace Roney was the person who told me to
transcribe these two recordings, which I had
already listened to extensively after my father, drummer Nasar Abadey, introduced me
to them. The first album I transcribed from
was E.S.P. by Miles Davis, with a 19-year-old
Tony Williams at the drums. Tony played an
opening solo on the track “Agitation” that
became a staple in the band’s repertoire. In
that solo Tony demonstrates a very loose but
accurate understanding and execution of
the rudimental vocabulary, without being a
prisoner to its militaristic qualities.
The second transcription was also of
Tony’s playing with Miles Davis, the track
“Tout de Suite,” from the album Filles de
Kilimanjaro. On that track Tony doesn’t
take a solo, but what he plays behind the
soloists is the foundation of the drumming
you hear today in so many genres of music.
There isn’t a recording before it or to this
day where the drummer demonstrates
that much independence and vocabulary
between all of the limbs.

IN EVERY ISSUE
NATE CHINEN’S THE GIG

An often daring, always insightful column by the award-winning jazz writer and critic
covering a wide range of issues, topics and artists.

HEARSAY

Front-of-the-book section mixing profiles of up-and-coming artists with news pieces on
special events and projects in the jazz world.

NEWS & FAREWELLS

The latest news and obituaries, pulled from JazzTimes.com’s around-the-clock feed.

FEATURES

In-depth, expertly written long-form profiles, trend pieces and historical articles, packed
with sidebars and rare photos.

OVERDUE OVATION

An in-depth profile of a veteran artist deserving of wider recognition.

BEFORE & AFTER

One of the magazine’s most popular features, this candid listening session, originally
created by Leonard Feather, enables readers to learn what artists think of the music of
their peers and predecessors, and how they listen.

CHOPS

Jazz’s top players and singers offer essential musical lessons in this monthly
instructional column.

GEARHEAD

The latest in jazz-oriented musical instruments, accessories and educational resources.

JOHN ABBOTT

AUDIOFILES

Our audio guru, Brent Butterworth, covers the hottest products in consumer electronics,
from affordable gadgets and components to out-of-this-world audiophile equipment.

ARTIST’S CHOICE

In this themed playlist, a noted artist chooses and comments on his or her favorite tracks.
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JANUARY/
FEBRUARY 2017

Year in Review Issue: Readers’ Poll; Top 50
CDs of the Year; Jazz Connect Conference
program; Spotlight on Keyboards

NAMM; Jazz Education Network Conference; APAP; Jazz
Connect Conference; Berklee High School Jazz Festival; CES

11/10/16

11/16/16

1/3/17

MARCH 2017

Tributes; Critics’ Poll; NAMM coverage

Berks Jazz Fest; Portland Jazz Festival; other festivals & events

1/5/17

1/11/17

2/28/17

APRIL 2017

Spotlight on Bass; Celebrating Vinyl, Spring
Education Supplement, including Guide to
Summer Programs

Gerald Veasley’s Bass Boot Camp; Jamey Aebersold camps;
other camps, clinics, festivals & events

2/2/17

2/8/17

3/28/17

MAY 2017

Jazz Festival Guide

Healdsburg Jazz Festival; Harlem Shrines Jazz Festival;
DC Jazz Festival; Exit O International Jazz Festival; other jazz
festivals & events

3/2/17

3/8/17

4/25/17

JUNE 2017

Spotlight on Saxophone

Newport Jazz Festival; Monterey Jazz Festival; Midwest Band
Directors Conference; Pittsburgh Jazzlive; Maryland Summer
Jazz; Syracuse Jazz Festival; Jamey Aebersold camps; and
other festivals & events

4/6/17

4/12/17

5/30/17

JULY/
AUGUST 2017

Spotlight on Guitar

NAMM; JEN Conference; San Jose Jazz Festival; Newport
Jazz Festival; Monterey Jazz Festival; other festivals & events

5/11/17

5/17/17

7/4/17

SEPTEMBER 2017

Annual collectible special issue

Monterey Jazz Festival; Newport Jazz Festival;
other festivals & events

6/29/17

7/5/17

8/22/17

OCTOBER 2017

Spotlight on Trumpet/Brass

Brass Conference; Monk Competition; Monterey Jazz Festival;
Berklee Beantown Jazz Festival; Rocky Mountain Audio Show;
other festivals & events

8/3/17

8/9/17

9/26/17

NOVEMBER 2017

Spotlight on Drums; Holiday Gift Guide

PASIC; Asheville Percussion Festival; Exit 0 International Jazz
Festival; other festivals & events

8/31/17

9/6/17

10/24/17

EDUCATION GUIDE

Includes Directory of Collegiate Jazz
Programs, as well as stories on trends and
organizations within the jazz education field

Jazz Education Network (JEN) Conference; NAMM; Midwest
Band Directors Conference; TMEA; Berklee High School Jazz
Festival; High School Magnet Programs

8/31/17

9/6/17

10/24/17

DECEMBER 2017

Spotlight on Vocals; JazzTimes Calendar

Suncoast Jazz Classic; Jazz Connect Conference; other festivals
& events

10/5/17

10/11/17

11/28/17

10/5/17

10/11/17

11/28/17

11/23/17

11/29/17

1/16/18

JAZZTIMES
CALENDAR
JANUARY/
FEBRUARY 2018

12 months of advertiser messaging
Year in Review Issue: Readers’ Poll; Top 50 CDs
of the Year; Jazz Connect Conference program;
Spotlight on Keyboards

Jazz Education Network Conference; APAP; Jazz Connect
Conference; NAMM; Berklee High School Jazz Festival; CES

MAX CRACE

2017 EDITORIAL CALENDAR

OUR READERS

The JazzTimes Reader – A passionate music enthusiast and musician

97%

COLLEGE-EDUCATED

84%

MAKE 60 CD PURCHASES
PER YEAR

> Highly affluent with an average HHI of over
> Over

51%

DOWNLOAD SONGS
EACH MONTH

$100,000

80% regularly attend jazz clubs, concerts and festivals
> Over 60% play a musical instrument

> 74% of readers report that a member of their household is involved in a music education program
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OUR REACH

Every Month,
the JazzTimes Brand
Reaches:

70,000

Magazine readers, through both
print and digital editions

30,000

Newsletter subscribers

150,000

Followers on Facebook and Twitter

Unique visitors to Jazztimes.com
with 250,000 page views
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STEVEN PARKE

250,000+

WHAT THE PROS ARE SAYING ABOUT JAZZTIMES
“JazzTimes wants to give you some things:
insights, questions, possibilities, history,
reminders. Heed!”
—NELS CLINE
“JazzTimes is THE place where musicians
go to really find out what’s happening on
the scene. A great resource for everyone
who likes and cares about jazz music.”
—FRED HERSCH
“I dig JazzTimes because it strives to unify
and cultivate the jazz community. In print
and online, the wide range of reporting
celebrates the valiant efforts of kind folks,
everywhere, dedicated to the cause. For
their support of jazz, I hereby grant JazzTimes the esteemed Gold Star for Excellence in Allowance!”
— MATT WILSON

JIMMY KATZ

“JazzTimes covers music from all sides.
If you want to know what’s going on in the
music, new, old, in between, this is a great
resource. From the great classics to the
cutting edge, JazzTimes gives a broad
perspective on the current array of
activity in jazz.”
—DAVE DOUGLAS

“JazzTimes always provides a wide range
of articles on all types of jazz— from then
til now, straight ahead to bebop, Latin and
beyond in a terrific looking package. There
is always something for everyone.”
—JOHN PIZZARELLI
“JazzTimes keeps you in the loop! Full of
great interviews, reviews and jazz articles,
it’s a necessary cog in the jazz life.”
—RANDY BRECKER
“JazzTimes has done a tremendous service
in its comprehensive coverage of the world
of jazz. Its writers bring us into the music
in a way that is thought provoking and
highly insightful.”
—LYNNE ARRIALE
“JazzTimes presents the musician’s view
better than any other magazine.”
—JOHN SCOFIELD
“JazzTimes provides an education in the
past, the present and the profound.”
—RENE MARIE
“JazzTimes has become what is arguably
the number one jazz magazine in the world.”
—ALL MUSIC GUIDE TO JAZZ
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STRATEGIC MARKETING SOLUTIONS
REACH A TARGETED AUDIENCE ON VIRTUALLY EVERY PLATFORM.
Through our team of experts, we develop and deliver highly engaging, world-class content that is disseminated and
consumed through virtually all channels.
PRINT
10
6 AMAZING
ISSUES

ONLINE
MARKETING

MOBILE

WEB AD OPTIONS
& NATIVE
ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES

SMARTPHONE
& TABLET
EDITIONS

REACH
A TARGETED
AUDIENCE ON
VIRTUALLY
EVERY
PLATFORM.

E-MAIL
MARKETING

NEWSLETTERS &
CUSTOM E-MAIL
PROMOS
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SOCIAL
MEDIA

RAPIDLY
GROWING
COMMUNITIES

HIGH-IMPACT PRINT ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
Print advertising remains a highly effective vehicle to reach a targeted audience
of enthusiasts. JazzTimes reaches an audience of over 70,000 via print and
provides for display advertising in 10 amazing issues, plus targeted print
display opportunities:
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How to Teach a
Great Jazz Survey Course

EDUCATION GUIDE The Annual Jazz
Education Guide provides valuable insight and
resources to students, parents, educators and artists about the world of jazz education—The Guide
is distributed not only to the JT subscribers and
newsstand buyers, but also to colleges, universities
and magnet high school programs.
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SMALL BUDGET. BIG OPTIONS.
THeo WAnne GAIA
SoPRAno
The GAIA Soprano has revolutionized
the soprano world! Its True Large
Chamber, inner sidewalls, and precision
crafted interior has broken new ground.
It has modern projection, with a full
rich, fat, and robust sound never before
heard from a soprano mouthpiece. The
GAIA is truly revolutionary in bringing
the vintage sound up to date both in
design and construction.
www.theowanne.com

THAT oLd BLAck MAGIc
By Tom Clavin

YAMAHA AvAnTGRAnd

“This book brought me back to my
days in Vegas, which we’ll never see
again. That was a one-time-only event.”
—Shecky Greene

The AvantGrand creates a bond with the
musician, a visceral connection that can
be felt in the fingers, the feet, and the
soul. The AvantGrandʼs heritage includes
over 100 years of Yamaha acoustic piano
craftsmanship and more than 25 years
of digital piano innovation. For the
AvantGrand, Yamaha pioneered breakthroughtechnologies that create the
expressiveness, physical sensations, and
professional performance of a concert
grand piano. Visit avant-grand.com.

On the occasion of Louis Prima’s 100th
birthday, comes the first book on this
duo, celebrating one of show business’s
greatest love stories and the bygone
era of Vegas in its heyday when they
reached the pinnacle of their success.
www.amazon.com

SAX-cceSSoRIeS
vIRTuoSo SAXoPHoneS
SAX-CCESSORIES features Virtuoso
professional saxophones by RS Berkeley.
Join world class players like Tim Ries,
Andy Snitzer, Don Braden, Sharel Cassity,
and Bob Ackerman that have made
the switch to Virtuoso saxophones.
SAX-CCESSORIES also
carries accessories by
Theo Wanne, Drake, Ted
Klum, Guardala-PMS,
Morgan Fry, Saxscape, Aizen,
and many others. SAX-CCESSORIES
... your last stop before
the woodshed!
www.sax-ccessories.com

MeSA TRAnSATLAnTIc
TA-15
The TransAtlantic TA-15 packs
all the footswitchable performance
– including patented MULTI-WATT™
(5w/15w/25w) Channel Assignable
Power – found in MESA’s full-size
models in a 12 3/8”W x 6 3/4”D
x 5 7/8”H package. Two channels
contain 5 Modes that cross the
Atlantic with finesse creating a
micro-size, all-tube gig companion
with huge Tone.
www.mesaboogie.com

ALLPARTS BuLLeT

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE Promote your

new release, product or holiday gift item in this
special holiday section within the November
JazzTimes issue. Gain exposure to thousands of
potential buyers of all things musical.

The patent pending Bullet™ Guitar
Jack Tightener is a must-have accessory
for every guitar player. The Grip-Tip™
holds the jack while tightening,
preventing damage to wiring and solder
joints. With the Bullet at your disposal,
you'll never have take your jack plate
off again to tighten things up.
www.allparts.com/bullet
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most effective ways to market and
sell your products or services is to
create your own message! Feature
native content that includes your
advertisement and custom story.

Companyurl.com

2

jazztimes

er
• octob

JazzTimes offers a variety of resources, listings,
marketplace and classified advertising. JazzTimes
also offers discounted advertising programs for the
independent and self-produced artist.

2014
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Create custom print publications with your own
content or sponsor our editorial as white label to
target customers. Offer as a premium, program,
or reference materials.

DIGITAL EDITIONS OF THE PRINT MAGAZINE
DISCOVER HOW DIGITAL MARKETING IS
ESSENTIAL TO GROWING YOUR BUSINESS.
> Experience the power of engaging
larger audiences through coordinated
media platforms
> Increase brand awareness through
custom, native advertising solutions

PRINT

> Realize exponential audience growth
by leveraging our powerful social
media platforms

DIGITAL EDITIONS:

INTERACTIVE FEATURES:

> Utilize more robust advertising in digital
magazine issues

> Web links- Live links to any website

> Feature immediate and interactive content

> Shopping Cart –
Connect to your own shopping cart

> Drive traffic to your media

> Email links – Direct email links

> Track and measure effectiveness

> Social media links –
Clip – Share, Like, Follow, Pin

 ain additional exposure
>G
through push notifications
> Free app is available to subscribers for:
> iPhone and iPad through iTunes
Newsstand
> Droid through Google Play
> Kindle Fire through Amazon
> Nook through Barnes & Noble

CONTACT Michelle Elchaak, Director of Media Solutions | 617-706-9080 | melchaak@madavor.com

> Videos
> Audio
> Track and measure effectiveness

DIGITAL ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

JazzTimes.com
Updated daily, jazztimes.com is one of the most
comprehensive jazz websites in the world with over
150,000 unique monthly visitors.
Ranked #1 by Alexa for jazz magazine websites.
Web banners are integrated into every page of the site enabling
marketers to launch timely and interactive campaigns.
> 150,000 unique visitors per month
> 30,000 articles on hot topics
> 15,000 artist listings
> 25,000 albums
> 150 upcoming events
> 5,000 record labels
> 2,200 educational institutions
Special advertising opportunities on jazztimes.com
> MP3 downloads – Promote artists in the JazzTimes
MP3’s section.
> Featured Artist Listings – Showcase artists in our
online Artists Guide.

CONTACT Michelle Elchaak, Director of Media Solutions | 617-706-9080 | melchaak@madavor.com

DIGITAL ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
ADVERTISER SPONSORED E-MAIL MESSAGES
> Your exclusive message and images
> Integrated links to your web site, video, and social media
> Distributed to an average of over 30,000 opt-in subscribers

E-MAIL NEWSLETTERS
> The JazzTimes E-mail Newsletter provides a wealth of news and
information on the latest happenings in the jazz world
> Newsletter is published weekly and reaches over 30,000 opt-in
e-newsletter subscribers
> Place a banner ad in the E-mail newsletter for optimum exposure

SOCIAL MEDIA
> Access the power of our social media platforms
> Our Facebook and Twitter communities have over 250,000 members
and are growing fast!
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MADAVOR MEDIA DIGITAL CONTENT MARKETING PLATFORM

Surveys
and polls
Event
engagement
Trivia and
contests
Promotional
offers

Collect valuable data about your
consumers; measure brand awareness
Generate pre-event excitement.
Share event photos and information
Engage your audience through interactive,
community-building content
Offer premiums, special offers and
information to create brand awareness

}

JazzTimes can create value for you using customized,
native digital content designed to:
> Engage consumers

> Generate response

> Drive brand awareness

> Drive traffic

> Reinforce brand loyalty

> Build your audience
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BONUS DISTRIBUTION

JAZZTIMES SPONSORS FESTIVALS AND EVENTS WORLDWIDE,
thereby enabling the magazine to connect with new audiences year after
year, through effective bonus distribution on-site at notable events, shows,
events, festivals, venues and camps giving you additional visibility and
exposure to a larger market.
> JEN Conference

> Berklee HS Jazz Festival

> Newport Jazz Festival

> The Jazz Standard

> Jazz Connect Conference
> Monterey Jazz Festival
> NAMM
> PASIC

> Detroit Jazz Festival

> Berklee Beantown Jazz Festival
> Rocky Mountain Audio Show

> Thelonious Monk Competition

> Asheville Percussion Festival
> Jazz at Lincoln Center
> Scullers

> The Blue Note
> Yoshi’s

> Snug Harbor
> Jazz Alley

> Blues Alley
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
SPONSOR THE JAZZTIMES WEEKLY PODCAST, SPINS & RIFFS

As evidenced with Serial and WTF, the podcast platform is a fast-growing medium that reaches thousands of listeners.

SPINS & RIFFS:

>F
 eaturing JazzTimes publisher Lee Mergner and singer
Rene Marie and a rotating set of co-hosts.
> The Spins & Riffs podcast reviews new releases
and discusses issues and trends in the jazz community.
> Distribution through iTunes, LibSyn, JazzTimes’ website
and other channels.
> Available as a free download, the podcast reaches a
wide range of highly engaged jazz and music fans.
> Episode sponsors get two in-broadcast ads
(with no restrictions on underwriting language)
at the beginning and middle of each show.
> Sponsors get credits in the published listings on iTunes
and other platforms.
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RICHARD CONDE

Spins & Riffs offers a unique opportunity to reach
a passionate audience that relies on JazzTimes
for information on everything jazz.
Reach your target audience via podcast.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITES

Jazz Connect
Conference

JazzTimes, in conjunction with the Jazz Forward
Coalition, presents the Jazz Connect Conference
a gathering of jazz professionals and artists
reaching the international community.

> January 5-6, 2017 – New York City
> Featuring:
• Workshops
• Panels
• Presentations
> Opportunities include:
• Sponsorships
• Table-top displays
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• Advertising in conference program

PART OF THE MADAVOR MEDIA FAMILY OF BRANDS

THE POWER OF PASSION.
THE ENERGY OF ENTHUSIASM.
Madavor Media connects brands with passionate and enthusiastic audiences. Whether
you’re looking to communicate with your demographic through an established magazine
title, an event activation, a custom magazine or website, Madavor Media has the content,
tools and relationships to make it happen.

Madavor Media brings passion, energy and enthusiasm to every client.
Madavor Media delivers specialized and educational content to an audience of over 2 million
engaged readers.
> Madavor Media was founded in 2004
> Headquartered in Braintree, Massachusetts
> 4 divisions: Wellness, Enthusiast, Creative and Custom Publishing
> 15 properties which encompass:
Print magazines | Digital Assets | Event Sponsorships | Custom Content
> Content marketing services
> Tenured team of publishers and media content leaders
> Custom Publishing Division
> In-house creative group of artists, designers and production professionals
> Staff of digital and online specialists
> Full-time editorial staff
> Experienced advertising sales team
> World-renowned medical advisory board
> Diverse and experienced network of freelance editorial contributors

KEITH MAJOR

Headquartered in the Boston area, Madavor Media has team members throughout the United
States, close to the communities of interest that they serve. Madavor’s headquarters acts as
the hub for production, administration and information, but its associates around the country
keep in close contact with our customers.
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MADAVOR MEDIA CONTENT MARKETING
CONTENT MARKETING
is one of the largest growing
marketing techniques for
companies and organizations of
all sizes. Madavor Media brings
years of experience in creating
award-winning and engaging
content. Our team can help you
to expand and retain your target
audience with content delivered
through a variety of platforms
and channels.
Call us to learn how we can
help you use content to build
and grow your audience.

Custom Print & Digital
Publications
Event
Programs

Downloadable
PDFs
Surveys
Infographics

WE
CREATE
AND
PRODUCE

Case Studies

Catalogs &
Product Guides

Reference Materials
& Brochures
Newsletters

Podcasts

Webinars

Blog postings

Videos

“Content marketing is the strategic marketing approach of creating and distributing valuable, relevant and consistent content
to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience – with the objective of driving profitable customer action.” – Joe Pulizz, Content Marketing Institute
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MADAVOR BRANDS

THE POWER OF PASSION.
THE ENERGY OF ENTHUSIASM.
Our name is derived from the sanskrit word madavirya, which
translates as the power of passion or the energy of enthusiasm.
Madavor is a world-class media company that produces content
across multiple platforms for a diverse audience of passionate
enthusiasts and those seeking to take charge of their well-being.
Madavor Media develops, publishes and markets content on a variety
of platforms for individuals who are passionate about their interests
and those seeking highly informative editorial that helps readers take
charge of their well-being and live happier and healthier lives.
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MADAVOR BRANDS

AVIATION DIVISION

ENTHUSIAST DIVISION

Madavor Media’s Aviation Division builds on more than 50 years of
serving pilots and owners of aircraft with the goal of empowering our
readers to improve their knowledge and enthusiasm for aviation. With
Plane & Pilot we are expanding upon the vast base of knowledge and
experience from aviation’s most reputable influencers to inspire, educate,
entertain and inform. The aviation division serves as the umbrella for
Plane & Pilot and the Aviation Education and Training Network.

Madavor Media’s Enthusiast Division includes a diverse
group of properties that focus on lifestyle, music and
sports. Celebrating a passion for these interests and the
communities that embrace them, our audience stays
connected to trusted advice, up-to-date news and the
hottest events, whether it’s for bird watching, golf or jazz.
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MADAVOR BRANDS

CREATIVE DIVISION
Madavor Media’s Creative Division offers a blend of unique publications that focus on the art of photography, fllmmaking
and the craft of writing. Our audience can use these resources to develop their knowledge base on a variety of topics
regarding digital photography and videography for amateurs and professionals; tips, techniques and tools needed to
master the skills of photography in the natural, outdoor world; in addition to inspiration, advice and resources for writers
looking to fine-tune their skills.
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MADAVOR BRANDS

WELLNESS DIVISION
The mission of Madavor Media’s Wellness Division is to provide our audience with trusted,
practical strategies to empower them to manage their health. Our content is developed with
the help of an editorial advisory board comprised of world-renowned physicians, nutritionists
and educators, with the goal of disseminating information that is accurate, medically sound,
upbeat and applicable to our readers’ day-to-day lives. We strive to provide our audience
with the most up-to-date information necessary to lead a happy, healthy and active lifestyle.
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CONTACT
Contact your JazzTimes specialist today to
learn more about how you can partner
with the leading resource for jazz enthusiasts

MICHELLE ELCHAAK
Director of Media Solutions
(617) 706-9080
melchaak@madavor.com

MIKE ECHEVARRIA
Media Solutions Manager
(617) 279-0216
mechevarria@madavor.com

KRISTYN FALCIONE

Client Srvices Associate, Print
(617) 279-0222
kfalcione@madavor.com

CASSANDRA PETTIT

Client Srvices Associate, Digital
(617) 279-0191
cpettit@madavor.com

EVAN HAGA

Visit our website jazztimes.com

JOHN ABBOTT

Editor
(617) 315-9155
ehaga@jazztimes.com

